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Friends of the Jesus-Revelation through the writing-servant and writing-prophet Jakob
Lorber feel connected to all the people of the world as creatures and children of one and
the same Father. This heavenly Father embodied Himself in Jesus Christ 2,000 years ago
[25-28 AD.] All spirit-friends of the Jesus-Revelation recognize in this eternal Revelation
a new and great Word of God and strive to come to a mutual joyful exchange.

INTROSPECTION – SELF-EXAMINATION

- We wish you a blissful enjoyment in reading-

In this issue:
1. Diet for homeopathy.
2. Continuation and conclusion homeopathy.
3. Natural phenomena of this time.

4. Is Jesus visible to all people on Earth
at His return?

Contacts – news and reactions.

Gerard

Midna Urthqua [Heleen] from the Netherlands.
My name; Midna Urthqua is also an alias ... I have been looking around on YouTube
for a long time at the activities of different people in Europe, concerning the
unfortunate developments in the cultural, economic and religious levels.
The end time, as it is described to us in the last chapter of the Bible and in the N.R.,
is fully developing.
I follow a several people who are committed to preserving our Western norms and
values, something that they see to be based on once Christian identity.
The push for a 'one-world system' is still being sold to people as a good thing that will
bring peace and security, but in the meantime, all free Western nations are being repopulated by people who are not associated with the Western attitude to life.
As a result of looking around, I have noticed the need for the re-establishment of the
Christian Pilar; now no longer corrupted by an old, sick institution, where now a Jesuit
Pope is doing everything to make himself head of the new world religion.
But as clearly as I feel that the truth, as we have received it, must be spread, also I
feel clearly the need to protect it for as long as possible; the Source from which I may
draw and also my name.
Google and YouTube are part of the machining and are now working on a large
'cleansing'; people who fight for the preservation of their country and people are
branded as racist and fascist and their work and networks are removed from
YouTube.
"You can still speak ..." says the Lord. But I cannot foresee how long. There are
already voices calling for the abolition of Christmas and to equate the calling of a
minaret to the sound of a church bell.

The eye of the counterforce is already focused on us, but not yet entirely; there is still
room and time for us. The name Midna comes from a game; the only game I play.
'Midna' is the first sound in 'midnight' .... and it is definitely night. The music I use also
comes from that game, made by Japanese.
But in Act 3 I did not escape a solid Dies Irae and I will often use a tried and tested
classical piece.This is the link to Act 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9MmL_0Yzy8
I just don't think the time is right yet and I want to be able to bring the content in such
a way that people who cannot bear our hard stuff still can understand them. So far
dear Gerard, may He bless our work.
Greetings from Helen.

Answer
Dear Helen,
If I understand you correctly, your comments in the contact section are of course
welcome, but you want it in English only ...
You advise people to subscribe for free to the YouTube channel and then simply
press the bell [at the bottom] while watching it; The interested party will receive a
notification as soon as there is a new upload.
You describe: "Subscriptions are good, because the more subscribers, the easier it is
to find those YouTube videos."
Now I wish you a lot of success with your special and blessed work and I have of
course also registered with you. Gerard
www.zelfbeschouwing.info

E-mail: zelfbeschouwing@gmail.com

www.selbstbetrachtung.info

Diet for homeopathy.
What builds our nerve-spirit or the connection between body and soul? By
living food, plants, vegetables, especially those fruit and plant components that are
exposed to a lot of light, that is, they have absorbed a lot of light energy. The
sunflower seed oil contains a lot of light energy. You can also find it in linseed oil.

The Lord in Lorber about our diet and lifestyle:

The diet is the same as used in homeopathy with great care, [Hahnemann wrote a special
diet for homeopathy, which does more justice to the healing remedy] except that one has to start
with this diet 3-7 days earlier than in ordinary homeopathic treatment.
During the preceding diet, the patient may have several drinks of water during the
day, which has been exposed to the sunlight. [Here we mean the sun granules]
[SS.01_003.10] It should also be noted, however, that in those diseases, which are
usually the result of congestion, a prior diet is first and foremost, absolutely
necessary, and indeed so strict, as prescribed in the purest homeopathy.
If coffee can even destroy poison, it is obvious that it will all the more easily destroy
the mild and gentle soul-specifics effect of the homeopathic sun ray medicine now
described to you. Therefore, one has to beware of such foods that hinder the
influence of noble and pure medicines even worse than the well-known opium. [Note:
the coffee was quite strong at the time, but today we only know the "refined" coffee!]

[HS.01_004.06] Fresh meals cooked either in a broth made from pure and healthy
meat or in good fresh, not too fat milk, eaten in moderation are to be preferred to all
other foods. But also other foods, except for beans and lentils, may be eaten;
Corn cooked in water or milk, but liquid as soup or gruel also well-cooked rice as a
soft gruel, and millet gruel prepared in the above-mentioned broth or milk are useful
to eat.
Well cooked and healthy meat is also not detrimental, but it should be eaten in
moderation with cooked fruit like apples, pears or prunes. Meat always contains
soul specifics of a worse and lower kind. But if it is eaten with fruit, these specifics
are softened and such food will do the patient well.
The so-called: “green foods” should be avoided, at least during the time of the
treatment; for the nourishing soul specifics of the edible herbs and roots (also
of potatoes) are much more impure than the ones in the flesh of animals and
should be used sparingly or is best to be avoided.
This second method shown to you (this is the use of coarser sun-irradiated sugars - here is
meant the sun granules - also homeopathic globules contain sugars or milk sugars!) is if used
properly, full of faith and trust in My active help, quite as effective as the first one and
easier to carry out. It only needs a little more time, but this should not be too
important.
Whoever can prepare the remedy according to the first method is better off; however,
if this is not easy to achieve, then with firm faith and trust I can bless the second way
as well as the first.
However, without My cooperation, no medicine will work, except to the detriment and
destruction of the body and afterward often also of the soul.

[Healing power of the sunlight-01_004,13] Then of a third kind. [!!!]
Fresh meal, either cooked in a fresh broth drawn from pure and healthy meat or also
cooked in fresh, good, not too fatty milk, are preferred - in moderation - over all other
foods. Other foods can also be consumed, except for beans and lentils. Corn grits,
well-cooked rice and also millet prepared with the above-mentioned broth or milk are
useful to eat.
Well-cooked and healthy meat-eaten moderately-does not harm either, it must be
eaten with boiled fruits, apples, pears or hurts, and then in moderation; for the flesh
also contains soul specific of a coarse and lower ordered kind. However, when it is
eaten with fruits, this specificum is softened and such food will benefit the sick.
However, the so-called 'green vegetables' must be avoided - at least during medical
treatment - because the nutritional specifications for the soul of the edible herbs
and carrots are much more impure than those of the meat of the animals and must
therefore, be avoided.
If, however, the coffee can destroy the fierce effect of poison if it is not too intensive,
how much more will it nullify the delicate and gentle effect of the specifica of the soul
of the new homeopathic sun-irradiated medicines now shown to you! That is why we
must be very careful about such foods, which, in a certain sense worse than the
known opium, inhibit the action of noble and pure medicines.
The dilution of medicines plays a major role in homeopathic medicine. Going through
the forecourt that goes gradually rhythmically. Likewise, in music, but always at a
different level! The dynamic is there, the path from the human to the goal.
Bethlehem in the Bible means "house of bread" and bread refers to the body. Two
similarities, they are identical to each other or "equal to!" ... The connection between
body and soul is a very important part of the healing process. If this connection is not
optimally strengthened [this can be done in various ways!] Then you can also give
homeopathic sun granules, but you will never get the effects that you could actually
expect based on the description of the medicine.
Sunbeads are available in the Netherlands – Haaksbergen
see http://www.heliopathie-jl.nl/ - In Zwitzerland: www.miron.ch
================================================================

A continuation and conclusion of
homeopathy.
Hahnemann, the founder of Homeopathy.

Dr. Samuel Hahnemann, [1755-1843]

[Hahnemann was born in Meißen in 1755] - In 1790 he first established himself as a
practicing doctor. It was said of him that he received an inspiration from God! ... 'A
healthy person taking a medicine becomes a patient with the specific symptoms of
that medicine! If the medication was stopped, the symptoms caused by that medicine
disappeared afterward and the old healthy condition returns. This is called "drug
test." His basic principle was, among other things: "the similar is healed with similar".
Homeopathy is a divine natural law for the healing of sick people and that will not
change the basic principles in her in the future.
Hahnemann: "you can take all homeopathic remedies, but if you do not include the
pure diet with the right way of life and the right lifestyle, then this therapy will not
work!" [Red. That also applies to the sun granules!]
Hahnemann actually says, "Diseases are dynamic disruptions of our spiritual soul
lives, expressed in feelings and activities, so spiritual disruptions of our well-being."
"Man consists of what he thinks, what he loves, and nothing else." He and
Swedenborg and their teachings on "signatures" were largely responsible for the
"similarities" theory, and Hahnemann was in contact with Johann Wolfgang Goethe.
Hahnenmann never mentioned Swedenborg in his extensive writings. There is no
evidence that Hahnemann was ever associated with a church organization, but he
called his work a "God-inspired philosophy." His writings give a firm witness and
believe in the analogy or correspondence of natural things with spiritual things. He
felt inspired by God - which in fact suggests certain statements in his works - but he
nevertheless rejected the person Jesus and did not use a religious evangelical
language.

He did nothing else and with success. It should not be forgotten that he lived in the
time of clarification [Research and Science], in other words at a time when mankind
emphasized the scientific, intellectual elite and wanted to free themselves from the
ecclesiastical yoke that had their the spirit been captivated for long. So it must be
understood to some extent that he rejected everything that had to do with
conventional religiosity. As an intellectual, he apparently did not have access to the
message of the heart that Jesus proclaimed. That is why he wrote with doubts about
"Biblical miracles," the fables, and their superstitions.
So what kind of person was Hahnemann actually? He certainly had faith in God, as
the following quote shows. He writes: "I have made it a matter of conscience to treat
unknown diseases in my suffering brothers with these unknown drugs. No! It is a
God, a good God, the goodness and wisdom Himself! "

Emanuel Swedenborg (Stockholm, 29 januari 1688 - Londen, 29 maart 1772)

Swedenborg

teaches that

the form and function

of man

(microcosm) are modeled on the spiritual true and higher reality (macrocosm).
Everything that exists and happens there in the higher world is again reflected in the
corresponding parable that exists in earthly reality. This idea of "corresponding
principles" is very old and, according to Swedenborg, is found in various ways in the
alchemical tradition. [E.g.: at Paraselsus]
Swedenborg's doctrine of analogies [the doctrine of similarities] is therefore of
fundamental importance, for he regards the universe as a mystical symbolic system,
which forms a bridge between the spiritual world and the material world and which
can be placed in divine light, be it in different degrees. It is a universal symbolism in
which everything that is visible in the natural outer world has a spiritual equivalent in
the inner world.

The Swedenborgians immediately saw in the doctrine of similarities a divine
law of nature that has existed historically. This doctrine is central to the theory
in which Swedenborg connects the spiritual world with material reality. The
followers of Swedenborg found in Hahnemann's homeopathy a scientific
system that, in terms of medicine, exactly matches the principles of this
doctrine.
Swedenborg: "all human diseases have an analogous agreement with the spiritual
world; from this view, it can be seen that diseases also have a correspondence with
the spiritual world, but with the impure sphere there "(HG 5712).
Swedenborg in EL328: "The wisdom of the ancients saw in the spirit the cause of the
matter." However, modernity sees matter as the cause of the mind and denies any
form of metaphysics. "... physical death has absolutely no influence on the inner
being, it is only a transfer of the human being from the earthly to another, spiritual
existence".
Swedenborg: "Man is a man by his will and reason!" What happens to the inner
person of an Alzheimer's patient when the inner person (who is sick here) leaves his
body?
What apparently is a 'cure' for the body, becomes a disaster for the inner eternal
human being. People want to have a pleasant, nice appearance - and these
annoying diseases or nasty rashes, etc. certainly do not fit in with that. "

Dr. James Tyler Kent, homeopathic doctor [1849 - 1916]

From the latter comes Kent's statement: "My entire teaching is based on
Hahnemann and Swedenborg; both their teachings are completely parallel. What
Hahnemann describes as illness, Swedenborg formulates as a general law: "what we
see here, these are only causal effects, which lie in the spiritual or in the invisible.

The famous homeopathic doctor, Dr. Kent, was very impressed with the
Swedenborgian literature. He read everything he could from and about Swedenborg
and discovered that the Divine truths [theology] perfectly explained homeopathy.
Kent explained all the analogies of Swedenborg; he linked the similarities of
Hahnemann's theories in the language of Swedenborg.
The so-called "Kentsche series of potential steps" [step-by-step dilutions] is also
based on a significant part of Swedenborg's works. This had the idea of a complex
idea of infinity, assuming that one should approach this infinity gradually. The path to
infinity proceeds in certain phases or gradations. According to Kent, potentials have
their point of application in a sick body that is consistent with the degree of the
dilution. [Red. Also stepwise dilutions]. The highest potencies reach the middle level
(brain), the highest level reaches the soul. In this idea, the potentials are seen as
forms of mental energy, a thought that is common in classical homeopathy.
Kent: "If the inner man is sick, it is only a matter of time, until the disease strikes in
the body because the inner man is the outer man." Diseases correspond to man's
inclinations, and the diseases of present-day humanity are external expressions of
the inner way of life of humanity. The image of his own internal is thus revealed
through his illness. "Kent writes:" If only the external of man is affected, then his life
force is only temporarily disrupted. "Kent commented on Hering's healing law as
follows:" The inner man consists of will, mind and memory, and these influences the
physical organism. The physical organs correspond to the inner man, his will and
spirit.
(This is in line with Swedenborg's "learning gradations"). Finally, Kent writes in his
"Lesser Writings": "Because of my familiarity with Swedenborg, I realized that the
similarities brought forth from the Word of God correspond to everything I have
experienced."
Moreover, Kent would have said: "My whole teaching is founded on Hahnemann and
Swedenborg; their teaching corresponds exactly. When the will and the spirit work
together in this order, the person is healthy.
Kent: "Just as the inner is, so is the outer, and the outer can only be such as the
effects of the inner." The whole natural world corresponds to the spiritual world! "
[HH89].

Dr. Constantin Hering, homeopathic doctor. [1800-1880]

Hering was the "father" of American homeopathy. He liked to read Swedenborg's
books.
The relationship to homeopathy was unknown to Swedenborg because he lived
before Hahnemann. Another and also very prominent and famous homeopath is
William Boericke and in this time the Italian doctor Dr. George Vithoulkas.

Homeopathy is therefore a divine law of nature for the healing of sick people and it
will not change itself in its basic principles in the future. The soul = anima. The body
does not think, but the soul does because it is spiritual. The soul of man, whose
immortality many have written about, that is his spirit. Because everything that lives in
man and belongs to his spirit and serves the body through it - is just like a tool of a
moving life force. Accordingly, the disease is that which disrupts the life force.
Source:
http://www.thomasnoack.ch/ThN/Buecher/Sekundaerliteratur_MitThN/SweHomoeo_
USIS_A5_komprimiert.pdf
================================================================

Is Jesus visible to all people on Earth
at His return?
By Gerd Kujoth.

Jesus does not appear visibly on the clouds of heaven for all people in the world, but
for the time being, He only comes here and there for those who have full, living faith
in His return and who will love Him most. (9.GGJ 94.6)
It is true that in the Revelation of John it says: "Behold, he is coming with the clouds,
and all eyes and those who stabbed him shall see him" (Rev. 1,7), but this must be
understood figuratively. The fact that these words cannot be understood literally can
be deduced from the fact that those who stabbed Him are no longer alive and
therefore cannot see Him on His return.
"He comes with the clouds" means that Jesus will reveal Himself again in the Word
and unlock the spiritual meaning of the old Words of God. "All eyes will see Him and
those who stabbed Him," means that all eyes can read the New Revelations, both
those who understand the new divine Revelations and those who do not have it.
(EOJ page 10)
"As I was born in Bethlehem at the time," says Jesus, "I was recognized only by a
few, ... so My second coming will now also be unremarkable." (DGA JL page 95)
“And as in those times, it will happen again, only a small group of my true disciples
will become part of Me in the beginning, to be able to endure Me as returning Jesus,
but also as God, Lord and Creator of the Infinite; I will appear to them. "(FB GM page
176)
In order for us not to miss the return of Jesus, we should not worry so much about
the general return, but especially about His arrival in our hearts through the love for
Him and our neighbor (1.GH.page 319.16) because His arrival in us is the condition
that we have eyes to see Him."
" When I appeared among the Jews, "Jesus says," I came as a Sower, a Savior and
a Shepherd, searching for the lost sheep; but now that My teaching is known, and
where it is no longer a secret to know which way leads to Me, I come back to harvest,
now I want to find healthy souls and faithful, obedient sheep. "(DGA GM page 103)
If Jesus were to come to Earth visibly for all people, then no one would believe that
He would have come back, because everyone could see Him. But because Jesus
asked the question: "But when the Son of Man comes, do you think He will also find
faith on Earth?" (Luke 18: 8) Only those who have the greatest desire for His return
will see Him.
But what concerns My question about the condition of faith with men in the still far
away future, when the Son of Man will come again to the Earth, in the manner that I
have often told you, I say that in general, He will find even less living faith than now.
For during that time men will have made great progress in many sciences and all
kinds of technologies, mostly because of their tireless investigating and calculating

under the twigs and extensive branches of the tree of knowledge, and they will
achieve great things with the powers of the nature of the Earth, which are now still
completely hidden from men, and they will say: ‘Look, that is God – there is no other
one.’ So the faith of those people will have almost completely disappeared. Thus,
with those people I will find no more faith at My return. ’ (9.GEJ 89,1-6)
EOJ means the abbreviation for "the revealed Revelation of John" of Swedenborg.
DGA JL means "The Great Advent", a no longer available book from the Lorber publishing house.
JL means announcements from Johanne Ladner.s
FB GM means "The good message", a more available book from the Lorber publishing house.
GM means announcements from Gottfried Mayerhofer.
DGA GM also means here: "The Great Advent" and GM again means announcements from Gottfried
Mayerhofer.

================================================================

Natural phenomena of this time.
Received by Jakob Lorber on July 21, 1842
Request from the writer [Jakob Lorber]: 'You, oh dearest Holy Father Jesus! See,
some things in nature of unusual phenomena now occur, such as large fires,
earthquakes, cloudbursts, and floods; What does it perform in secret? I, poor, weak
sinner, ask you, like all of us, that you want to show us in just a few words what
should be deduced from that? But eternally and forever only Your holy will be done!
Amen!'
The Lord: "Write, for what do you think you are doing right, gradually to gently with
those who have quite a strong sleep, while the coming day is already coming very
strong and indeed such that it is truly high time is to wake up, get up and get
dressed for the new things of the new day?
Behold, such a sleepy person rattles, shakes, knocks, and squeezes and pours on
him with water, and does so until the person who has not yet fallen asleep
completely, wakes up again for the new day; but whoever cannot be awakened, the
grave will be made for him!
See why all the natural phenomena of this time are nothing but such a few pokes,
and so much a strong sleeper, many of whom are already awakening from the feet of
their worldly dreams, but they can be separated from the real dead! Believe that
another time is now very near; That is why there will also be more and better
means of waking.
That is why, in the not too distant future, you will hear of an event that will in many
respects, surpass everything that you have been notified of so far, and many will say:
where are those sons of inheritance, whose proud legions with disagreement and war
will ignite everything?

The night saw them gather; but the day sees them flowing away like weak brooks
swollen by a torrential rain, and then indeed shaking over rocks as if they were to
bow down before them; only their wild waves crash and foam on their sturdy heads
and are now rushing furiously there, while the mighty and broad arm of the sea holds
their destruction very close to them in complete readiness!
I tell you, be careful when this happens, and no one should fear [My Own] for that; for
the more there will be of such events, the more the rays of the great dawn on Earth
will be visible, and NB. In the Earth of man [in the heart]; But beware, everyone has
to be there; for one thought too late and the thief will penetrate, rob, kill, burn and
scorch the rooms!
See:
And the Kingdom of the Earth is flowing through,
The water even sparks water,
The Sun has received its measure.
Consider, think how far,
The very dark time still extends.
I therefore tell you today,
She is preparing for the final battle!
So look, the world rests on her dreams, yes, in one of her last dreams she exclaims
to herself: "God! What is a man then? Something of a miracle? Is it a contradictory
composition of mere contradiction? Is he an unsolvable puzzle? Or is it not a remnant
of itself, a shadow of hardly any of its origins, a destroyed building that uses virtually
nothing of its ruins, and that still bears witness to its former beauty, grandeur and
exaltation? "
Yes, he himself has fallen from the high free peak of his will, which he has spoiled,
has fallen down on the walls, and so he has fallen to the ground! See, the dream is
not bad; therefore also those events.
I tell you, humanity has become an old, very weathered and whimsical cleft ruin; but
the ruins do not know that so many great treasures are buried under their rubble; that
is why the treasure diggers have now come looking for the treasures among the
ruins! See, that's the ultimate decision! But the Lord must have a good reason to be
put in the car like a beast of burden!
But He will finally have to come to the tiller and pull along the cart and join under the
yoke. See, the events testify to that.
Whoever has a light there will let it burn all day long. Amen! That says the First and
the Last! Amen! Amen! Amen!
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